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INTELLIGENT CLEANING

The intelligent choice!

Summer Shut down?
Schedule Dry Ice Cleaning!
With summer shut down quickly approaching, INTELblast would like to remind you of our CO2 dry ice 
cleaning services.

How Does Dry Ice Blasting Clean?
Dry Ice Pellets are propelled at a supersonic 
speed by a compressed air gun. 
Upon impact, the dry ice creates a micro-
thermal shock (caused by the extreme cold 
temperature of -79oC) which breaks the bond 
between the coating and the substrate. The 
high pressure air stream removes the dirt 
from the surface, while the Dry Ice Pellets 
vaporize (sublimate) before your eyes.

Get a surprisingly good result in no time!
Dry ice cleaning without water or chemicals.
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Hvid bjælke udtonet:
Pantone Cool grey 1 C

Blå bjælke udtonet:
Pantone Solid Coated 7461 C

Grøn bjælke udtonet:
Pantone Solid Coated 7482 C

IBL 3000

The IBL3000 was developed in close co-operation 
with a customer, who had specific needs for op-
erating a dry ice blaster in an environment with 
many challenges. Size and simplicity combined 
with the known strength and durability of the 
IBL4000 were the key facts.
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IBL 3000
With an overall width of only 400 mm the machine can easily be moved in and around in 
narrow spaces and especially in between machines in the production. This enables the 
operator to get closer to the point of cleaning and thereby being able to work with shorter 
length of blast hoses, which again gives a better cleaning result.

Hopper capacity
Being narrower does not mean a smaller dry ice hopper. Like the IBL4000 the IBL3000 
holds more than 25 kgs of dry ice, which for most applications is more than 30 minutes 
operation before refilling. The hopper is not removable for emptying dry ice back into the 
dry ice container, but can dismounted in less than 10 minutes for service at the machine.

Simplicity and robustness 
Operating and moving equipment around in tight 
spaces also means a risk of damage to the ma -
chine. That is why we have designed the opera -
tion of the equipment with components that are 
not sticking far out (risk of breaking of) and at the 
same time all components are placed protected 
behind the handles at the back of the machine.

Price matters
Another parameter of course is price. Compared 
to the IBL4000 we have designed the IBL3000 
without the toolbox or the remote control of dry 
ice flow and pressure on the gun (can be ordered 
as option) and it only comes with the short noz -
zle including 3 inserts as standard.  

Well known advantages
The IBL3000 of course has all the features that 
are known from the IBL4000. Large flat free tires, 
true 1 inch air flow through all parts, all FESTO 
components and 7 meter hose of your choice 
(lightweight PU or technical rubber).

Dimensions:
Width: 400 mm
Height: 1110 mm
Length: 780 mm
Weight: 80 kg
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